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Abstract—We study the marketing strategies of high-end
fashion brands in social media. In particular, we focus on the in-
formational content of brands’ posts in Instagram. Using Named
Entity Recognition (NER) in Natural Language Processing (NLP),
we develop a novel procedure to classify posts according to their
information content. In addition, we apply NER to department
store listings and expert runway reviews to obtain measures
of brand leadership and brand similarity. Regression analyses
show that, while follower brands respond to brand similarity
and competitive pressure by relying on informational posts, the
informational content of leaders presents a U-shaped relation with
brand similarity. We interpret this finding using two theories from
the marketing literature: the tradeoff between new and existing
customers, and marketing life cycle of industries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media, especially Instagram, have changed the
fashion industry. They have altered both the way fashion
brands showcase their products and styles, and the way peo-
ple consume and share fashion.1 This change is particularly
significant for high-end fashion brands; while social media
were traditionally thought of as a platform for fast and mass
fashion due to their ubiquity, more and more exclusive high-
end fashion brands now use Instagram as a legitimate and
important marketing tool.2

We study high-end fashion brands’ marketing behavior on
Instagram. In particular, we characterize their marketing strate-
gies according to their propensity to post on Instagram product-
related information, which we call informative advertising [1],
[2], as opposed to posts related to brand image, which we
call brand-building advertising [3]. We are interested in how
this propensity is affected by the competitive pressure that a
high-end fashion brand faces. Furthermore, we investigate how
this effect differs depending on brand leadership, which we
define as the incidence of a brand being recognized as an early
introducer of trendy fashions.

To carry out our analysis, we construct our dataset as
follows. First, we apply Named Entity Recognition (NER)
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to Instagram posts of
high-end fashion brands to detect whether a post mentions
any fashion symbol, or any objective phrase that describes

1http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/10/fashion/fashion-in-the-age-of-
instagram.html

2http://wwd.com/media-news/digital/brands-social-media-reaction-red-
carpet-10369777/

a clothing item or a characteristic of it.3 If so, we call it
informative advertising; otherwise, brand-building advertising.
Second, we proxy for competitive pressure by gauging how
similar a brand’s products are to those sold by other brands.
This measure of brand similarity is based on the array of
fashion symbols featured in the products of each brand, which
we obtain by applying NER to their online department store
listings. Third, we derive brand leadership by applying NER to
expert runway reviews during fashion weeks from 2001-2015
and calculating the extent to which the most popular fashion
symbols were mentioned in association with a brand’s runway
show.

Our findings show that leader brands and follower brands
change their social-media marketing strategies in a quite
different way as a result of changes in brand similarity. A
follower brand generally posts more informative posts as the
competitive pressure intensifies. We find this result intuitive, as
follower brands by definition compete on how well they follow
(and thus the product itself is important) but not likely on brand
loyalty (and thus brand-building is less important). A leader
brand, on the other hand, responds to competitive pressure in
a non-monotonic way. At low levels of competitive pressure,
more competitive pressure will prompt a leader brand to focus
on brand-building advertising. However, as the competitive
pressure builds up, a leader brand will rely more on informative
advertising. This suggests a more pronounced tradeoff between
product information and brand loyalty when leader brands
consider their social marketing strategy. In addition, this is
consistent with the theory of the marketing life cycle of
industries in the marketing literature [4].

Contributions of this paper are summarized as below.

1) It provides a novel application of social network
analysis.

2) It contributes to the understanding of marketing
strategies in social media, while most marketing
studies have focused on traditional media.

3) It conducts a quantitative empirical analysis of the
fashion industry, which has previously been studied
by qualitative or theoretical approaches mostly.

4) It makes a methodological contribution by developing
a measure of competitive pressure, or brand similar-
ity, that can be used in other industries to identify a
company’s relevant competitors, and operationalizing

3Examples of fashion symbols include: a-line dress, pleats, v-neck, floral
print, black leather.



Fig. 1. A sample post on Gucci’s Instagram account.

TABLE I. DATA STATISTICS

Data source Vogue.com Retail product Instagram

Time period 2001 - 2015 Nov 2014 - Jan 2016 Feb 2015 - Jan 2016
# of data points 7,227 reviews 10,534 listings 84,299 posts
Relevant variable Leadership Similarity Informative posts

the classification of different types of advertising
suggested by the literature.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our dataset, and explain how we
construct our variables of interest.

A. Constructing the Dataset
There are three major data sources we use for the analysis:

designers’ posts on Instagram, runway reviews by Vogue.com,
and product information from online retail stores. We use
these to obtain designers’ posting behaviors (Instagram), a
measure of leadership among fashion designers (Vogue.com),
and the degree of similarity among brands’ designs (product
information). The number of data points collected from each
source is summarized in Table I. There exists inconsistency of
designer brands among the three data sources, but we select all
the 76 high-end brands that appear in all our various datasets.4

B. Extracting Fashion Symbols
A fashion symbol can be an fashion item, a part of the

design, a material used to construct the design, or a style the
design carry. Lin et al. extract fashion symbols from runway
reviews by identifying noun phrases containing fashion-related
words [5], [6]. This approach suffers from retrieving clean
results of fashion symbols, which require significant processing
after extractions.

To overcome such issue, we leverage the tagging pattern
approach in Named Entity Recognition (NER) instead to
discover fashion symbols. The developed tagging patterns in
forms of regular expressions are shown in Table II. To select
the entities that are related to fashion, we develop our own

4We select brands based on the following criteria: we use Vogue.com to
identify long-established high-end designer brands. Since 2001, Vogue has
been reporting fashion runway reviews of a wide range of fashion designers
every fashion season. We select the designers that have been consistently
reported in every ready-to-wear runway shows since 2008 Spring season. This
gives us 109 designer brands. We then find the overlap of these brands and
the brands that we can obtain product information from online retailers. This
gives us a total of 81 designer brands. Finally, we search through Instagram
accounts of all of the 81 designer brands, and end up with 76 designer brands.

TABLE II. PART OF SPEECH PATTERNS FOR EXTRACTING FASHION
SYMBOLS IN REGULAR EXPRESSION FORMS.

{〈NN〉 ∗ 〈JJ〉+ (〈NN〉|〈NNS〉)+}
{〈NN〉〈VBD〉(〈NN〉|〈NNS〉)}
{〈NNP〉 ∗ 〈NN〉+ 〈NNS〉+}
{(〈NNP〉|〈NN〉) ∗ (〈VBD〉|〈VBN〉)(〈NNS〉|〈NN〉)+}
{〈JJ〉〈NNS〉}
{〈NNP〉〈NNS〉}
{〈VBN〉 ∗ 〈NNP〉〈NN〉}
{(〈VBN〉|〈VBP〉|〈VBG〉)〈NNS〉}
{〈VBN〉〈NN〉+}
{〈NN〉+}
{〈NNS〉+}

Fig. 2. An example of the fashion symbols extracted from the product
descriptions of Michael Kors’ Color Blocked Romper, and their part-of-speech
patterns.

fashion glossary by incorporating words from Vogue.com,
Apparel Search5, Ralph Lauren style guide6, and Fairchild’s
Fashion Dictionary [7]. The final glossary contains 2,925
fashion-related words, with 12 categories, including accessory,
adjective, color, cut, decoration, fit, item, material, part of
item, print, style, and technology. An example showcasing
the performance of such approach on a product description
is shown in Figure 2.

C. Measuring Brand Similarity
Using NER, we identify the fashion symbols in the product

descriptions of our sample of high-end fashion retailers.7 Next,
we generate a vector of indicators of fashion symbols for every
chosen brand. This vector indicates whether a given symbol is
featured in the product descriptions of a brand’s products. We
then compute a measure of brand pairwise similarity between
the vectors of indicators for every pair of brands using the
Jaccard index, which is computed as

Jaccard (di, dj) =
|Si ∩ Sj |
|Si ∪ Sj |

(1)

where Si is the set of fashion symbols used by designer di.8

We plot the histogram of the Jaccard indexes of two given
brands, Miu Miu and Moschino, with respect to all the other
brands in our sample in Figure3. The longer tail of Moschino’s
distribution shows that its products are very similar to a larger
number of brands than Miu Miu’s.

5http://apparelsearch.com/
6http://style.ralphlauren.com/glossary/
7We thank StyleSage for sharing their data with us.
8We also try alternative measures (cosine, correlation) and we obtain similar

results.



Fig. 3. The Jaccard similarity of two designer brands.

We collapse the distribution of Jaccard indexes obtained
from Equation (1) into one statistic using the Herfindahl (or
the Simpson) index. Thus, we sum the squared Jaccard indexes
between one given brand and all the other designers. We call
this measure brand similarity, or competitive pressure, since it
captures both market attributes. Hence, we compute it as

Similarity (di) =
∑
i 6=j

Jaccard 2 (di, dj) (2)

We take the squares of each individual index to penalize
brands that are far from the brand (with respect to, for example,
taking the average).9

D. Characterizing Social Marketing Behavior
In a similar way as before, we analyze captions of the

brands’ posts in Instagram, the platform of choice for fash-
ion.10 We use a third-party Instagram scraping tool, Instagram
Scraper, to collect data from the fashion designers’ Instagram
accounts. An Instagram post includes a picture and caption,
which almost always describes the picture. Fashion designer
accounts often leverage the posts to announce new design
products, or to build brand image. An example of a post of a
fashion designer’s Instagram account is shown on Figure 1.

We extract all posts by the brands between February
2015 and January 2016. We divide posts into two groups
according to whether the caption mentions a fashion symbol.
This approach works well in separating posts that are aimed
to promote a specific product or to build the reputation of
the brand as such. For example, many posts feature actresses
wearing the brand’s designs are just artistic photographs. If
the post mentions at least one fashion symbol, we call it an
informative post, due to its informational content. If not, we
refer to it as a reputational or brand-building post. For each
brand, we calculate the share of informative posts for each
month. We find it the level of informational posts is quite
stable over time, except for a statistically significant increase in
informative posts in November and December. Probably, this is
because these two months are usually the shopping season for

9Also, notice that brand similarity is superadditive: a similarity of 1 with
respect to one brand is not equal to similarity of 0.25 with respect to 4 brands.
The former faces more competitive pressure, which is a desirable outcome of
our measure.

10https://www.marketingweek.com/2016/02/17/how-fashion-brands-are-
taking-instagram-from-gimmick-to-strategic/

TABLE III. THE EFFECT OF SIMILARITY ON THE SHARE OF
INFORMATIVE POSTS.

Informative

Similarity 20.159***
(5.553)

Similarity2 -922.911***
(281.271)

Leader 0.146***
(0.047)

Leader * Similarity -39.013***
(9.715)

Leader * Similarity2 1844.145***
(445.739)

Ln(Comments by Post) 0.009*
(0.005)

Constant 0.151
(0.032)

Month Fixed Effects Yes

N 865
R sq. 0.054

Note: The table shows the result of the estimation of equation (3). Robust
standard errors in parentheses.

p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

consumers, which leads brands to promote specific products
through informative posts.

E. Measuring Brand Leadership
We extract fashion symbols by applying NER to the expert

runway reviews of high-end fashion brands from 2001 to
2015.11 We study brands that appear in all fashion shows
from 2008-2015, and focus on the 200 most popular fashion
symbols. We then count the number of times, if any, that a
brand is first associated in runway reviews with each one of
them after that fashion symbol has not been mentioned in two
full years (one year consists of two fashion seasons, spring and
fall). Hence, we obtain the leadership measure for each brand
by their propensity to enjoy the first mention among the 200
fashion symbols. We say a brand is a leader if its measure of
leadership is above the median 0.01.12

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The focus of this paper is studying how changes in brand
similarity affect the share of informative posts. We estimate
this effect using ordinary least squares. We also include month
fixed effects and the average number of comments a brand’s
post receives in order to control for seasonality and for the
brand’s popularity, respectively. Let i index brands, and t
denote months. Thus, the equation we estimate is

Informativeit = α0 + α1Similarityi + α2Similarity
2
i

+ Leaderi ∗ (β0 + β1Similarityi + β2Similarity
2
i )

+ µ ln per post commentsit + γt + εit (3)

We show the results in Table III. We find that the co-
efficients of Similarity and Similarity2 are significant.
Furthermore, the quadratic term has the opposite sign for
leaders and followers. In order to facilitate the interpretation,

11The language used in reviews of fashion shows has long been the focus
of research in semiotics. See, for example, [8].

12The likelihood of a brand being a leader is statistically significantly
correlated with a higher average price and a higher degree of brand similarity.



Fig. 4. The figure shows the effect of brand similarity on the share of
informative posts for leader and follower brands.

we plot the results in Figure 4.13 We observe a U-shaped effect
of brand similarity for leader brands, while for followers it is
generally increasing over brand similarity.

IV. DISCUSSION

We follow the marketing literature and interpret the results
in two different ways: tradeoff between new and existing
customers, and marketing life cycle of industries. We explain
both interpretations below.

Regarding the tradeoff between new and existing cus-
tomers, part of the literature, such as [9], states that informative
advertising is directed to attract new consumers, while brand-
building posts target existing consumers. In addition, [11]
reviews product-oriented information in advertisements, while
[12] analyzes theoretically informational content of advertise-
ments by a monopolist. From Figure 4, we see that the share of
informative posts for follower brands appears to increase as the
similarity of the brands increases. This means that if a follower
brand is more similar to its competitors, it will use more
informative posts in order to attract new customers. After all,
a follower brand survives mostly on appealing to search-savvy
consumers using the products it “borrows” from other brands,
but not likely on brand loyalty. For a leader brand, however,
the tradeoff between attracting new consumers and retaining
existing consumers is more pronounced. The U-shaped curve
implies that the importance of brand loyalty initially outweighs
the need to attract new consumers, when the leader brands
are very different from their competitors; after they have been
sufficiently similar, however, the need to attract new consumers
dominates.

An alternate explanation for the U-shaped curve of the
leader brands comes from the marketing life cycle of the
industries. A leader that is very different from other brands
(low similarity) has to educate customers through information.
However, as other brands copy it, its degree of similarity
increases, and starts building brand equity through brand-
building posts (growth stage). Yet, there is a critical point in
which there are so many brands that have copied it (maturity

13The figure shows results of a semiparametric linear local fit of the
residuals of the regression of the share of a brand’s informative posts on
controls (the log average number of comments by post, and month fixed
effects) plotted against the degree of similarity of brands.

stage) that it has to differentiate itself again from its followers
by giving more information [4].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the marketing strategies of brands
on the social media in the fashion industry. We leverage data
from online retailers, Instagram, and fashion runway reviews
to investigate how marketing strategies differ based on the
brands’ leadership position in the market. We develop a method
using named entity recognition and create a fashion glossary to
extract fashion symbols. These allow us to identify the leaders
in the industry, develop a measure of brand similarity to proxy
for competition among brands, and to suggest a novel approach
to identifying informative content of posts. Our approach can
be easily applied to other industries and settings. We find a
large difference between the posting behavior of leader and
follower brands. Followers tend to post more informative posts
as their similarity to other brands increases, while leaders tend
to post more brand-building posts until a critical point, and
then rely more on informational content in their posts.

For future work, we aim to refine the understanding of
fashion designs by including images in our analysis. We also
plan to enrich our behavioral model of brands by considering
the social relationships among designer brands on the social
media.
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